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&
On&8&April&2013&Les&Éditions&du&Boréal&released&a&book&by&Frédéric&Bastien&entitled&
La#Bataille#de#Londres:#Dessous,#secrets,#et#coulisses#du#rapatriement#constitutionnel.#In&it,&
Bastien&retold&the&patriation&saga&of&1978U82&using&new&evidence&from&the&United&
Kingdom,&mainly&British&diplomatic&correspondence&obtained&through&freedom&of&
information&requests.&While&the&book&shed&new&light&on&the&politics&of&the&patriation&
process,&especially&on&the&British&side,&it&was&Bastien’s&allegations&about&the&activities&of&
two&judges&on&the&Supreme&Court&of&Canada&that&immediately&garnered&frontUpage&
headlines&in&the&English&and&French&media.1&Bastien&alleged&that&Chief&Justice&Laskin&and&
Justice&W.Z.&“Bud”&Estey&had&had&backUchannel&communications&with&the&federal&and&British&
authorities&before&the&hearing&and&during&the&writing&of&the&Patriation#Reference2—
improprieties&that,&in&his&view,&rendered&the&opinion&null&and&void&and&the&constitutional&
deal&of&1981U82&illegitimate.&For&Dr&Bastien,&the&actions&of&Pierre&Trudeau&coupled&with&
those&of&the&judges&amounted&to&nothing&less&than&a&coup&d’état&that&aimed&to&overturn&the&
existing&constitutional&order.3&&The&purpose&of&this&article&is&to&argue&that,&with&one&
exception,&Dr&Bastien&is&mistaken&in&his&interpretation&of&the&judges’&conduct,&and&that&in&
the&one&case&where&there&is&some&cause&for&concern,&any&impropriety&would&have&no&effect&
on&the&validity&of&the&Patriation#Reference&or&the&constitutional&accord&arrived&at&in&the&fall&
of&1981.&&&&&
Bastien’s&publisher&Boréal&couldn’t&have&timed&matters&better:&&the&book’s&release&
coincided&not&only&with&the&date&of&Margaret&Thatcher’s&death&but&the&selection&of&Pierre&
Trudeau’s&son&Justin&as&leader&of&the&federal&Liberal&Party.&&A&photo&of&Thatcher&and&
Trudeau&adorns&the&cover&of&La#Bataille#de#Londres,&and&the&Iron&Lady&plays&a&key&role&in&
the&book&and&in&Bastien’s&interpretation&of&events.&&But&even&without&the&coincidence&of&
Lady&Thatcher’s&death&and&Justin&Trudeau’s&victory,&the&story&clearly&had&legs.&In&the&
francophone&media&in&Quebec&the&“revelations”&were&treated&as&the&Canadian&equivalent&of&
the&Wikileaks&scandal,&with&Bastien&cast&in&the&role&of&Julian&Assange.&&For&weeks&scarcely&a&
day&went&by&without&some&print&coverage&in&Quebec,&numerous&letters&to&the&editor,&and&
hundreds&of&reactions,&mostly&angry,&on&newspaper&websites,&not&to&mention&radio&and&
television&shows,&internet&discussion&and&so&on.&&&
The&Supreme&Court&of&Canada&immediately&announced&it&would&conduct&its&own&
investigation,&and&on&26&April,&announced&the&result.4&&The&Court&said,&somewhat&antiU
climactically,&“there&is&nothing&in&our&files&about&this.”&&That&is&probably&all&the&Court&could&
or&should&have&done,&but&it&was&not&likely&to&satisfy&those&who&still&had&questions&about&the&
matter.&&On&16&April,&barely&a&week&after&the&release&of&the&book,&the&provincial&legislature,&
the&Assemblée&Nationale&du&Québec,&unanimously&resolved&to&demand&that&the&federal&
!
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government&release&all&papers&in&its&custody&relating&to&the&matter.5&&Maxime&Bernier,&the&
Minister&of&State&for&Small&Business&and&Tourism,&responded&that&the&Harper&government&
planned&to&concentrate&on&the&economy.&&The&federal&government’s&response&more&or&less&
tracked&that&in&English&Canada:&&lack&of&interest&after&the&initial&day&or&two&of&headlines.&The&
Quebec&government&subsequently&made&a&freedom&of&information&request&to&Ottawa&
regarding&all&documents&from&the&year&1981&relevant&to&the&patriation&process&possessed&
by&the&Privy&Council&Office&or&the&Ministry&of&External&Affairs.&Those&documents&were&
released&to&the&Quebec&government&on&29&November&2013&and&made&public&in&early&
December.6&Their&content&will&be&considered&in&the&concluding&section&of&this&essay,&but&
(spoiler&alert)&nothing&in&them&supports&the&allegations&made&in&La#Bataille#de#Londres.&&&&&
The&reaction&in&Quebec&is&not&terribly&surprising.&&The&accord&leading&to&the&
Constitution&Act&1982,&an&accord&which&the&Quebec&government&did&not&join,&has&always&
been&seen&as&illegitimate&and&a&source&of&grievance&in&some&circles,&whatever&its&legality.&&
The&decade&of&negotiations&postU1982,&which&attempted&to&secure&Quebec’s&endorsement&of&
a&new&constitutional&package,&only&made&matters&worse,&ending&with&the&defeat&of&the&
Charlottetown&Accord&and&the&1995&Quebec&referendum.&&The&subsequent&two&decades&of&
constitutional&“peace”&have&been&in&some&sense&artificial.&English&Canada&hoped&that&time&
would&heal&past&wounds&and&that&demographic&change&would&weaken&the&sovereignist&
cause.&To&some&extent&that&has&occurred,&as&shown&by&the&weak&minority&government&
achieved&by&the&Parti&Québécois&in&September&2012,&after&nine&years&out&of&power,&and&the&
decimation&of&the&Bloc&Québécois&in&the&2011&federal&election.&&But&the&controversy&created&
by&Bastien’s&book&demonstrates&that&the&wounds&opened&in&the&constitutional&battles&of&
1980U82&remain&far&from&healed.&&It&is&important&that&his&charges&be&examined&in&a&careful&
and&dispassionate&fashion.&&&&&
I&will&suggest&that&Dr&Bastien’s&interpretation&of&the&documents&he&obtained&is&by&
turns&erroneous,&exaggerated,&and&unsupported&by&the&evidence.&&In&some&instances&the&
evidence&itself&is&highly&ambiguous&and/or&enigmatic,&making&it&unsafe&to&draw&any&solid&
inferences&or&conclusions.&In&others&Dr&Bastien&seriously&misapprehends&the&law&or&court&
process&and&draws&incorrect&inferences&based&on&mistaken&assumptions.&In&yet&others,&
evidence&is&easily&available&that&contradicts&his&interpretations.&While&I&have&written&a&
biography&of&Bora&Laskin&and&served&as&clerk&to&Justice&Estey&at&the&Supreme&Court&of&
Canada&in&1979U80,&my&goal&in&conducting&this&review&is&not&to&protect&either&man&from&
attack.&&The&biography&was&an&unauthorized&one,&unconnected&with&the&Laskin&family&in&any&
way.7&While&I&found&much&to&admire&in&my&study&of&Laskin,&I&did&not&portray&him&as&a&
flawless&hero.&The&reader&may&refer&in&particular&to&my&discussion&of&the&Berger&Affair&in&
chapter&23,&where&I&am&highly&critical&of&Laskin,&and&to&the&conclusion&where&I&assess&his&
strengths&and&weaknesses&in&what&I&hope&is&a&balanced&fashion.&Historians&must&always&be&
ready&to&revise&their&views&in&light&of&new&research.&If&I&found&Bastien’s&criticisms&to&be&
persuasive&and&wellUfounded&I&would&not&hesitate&to&adopt&them&and&revise&my&views&
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!Le)Devoir!(Montreal)!(17!Apr.!2013).!!
!La)Presse!(Montreal)!(8!Dec.!2013).!!
7
!Curiously,!in!his!bibliography,!Dr.!Bastien!lists!my!book!as!follows:!!“Girard,!Philip!et!Bora!Laskin.!!Bringing)Law)to)
Life,!Toronto,!University!of!Toronto!Press,”!as!if!Laskin!and!I!were!joint!authors.!!A!Freudian!slip?!!On!the!sole!
occasion!that!he!cites!my!book!in!the!text,!he!does!so!properly.!
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accordingly,&however&inconvenient&they&might&be.&But&I&do&not,&and&have&not,&for&reasons&
that&will&become&clear.&&&&
Dr&Bastien&makes&no&secret&of&his&political&and&ideological&preferences.&&A&strong&
Quebec&nationalist,&he&detests&the&Trudeauvian&legacy&of&the&Charter,&multiculturalism,&and&
minority&language&rights.8&&He&believes&that&the&Quebec&state&should&have&full&power&over&
the&language&of&education&and&should&not&have&its&hands&tied&by&appointed&judges&enforcing&
Charter&rights&in&other&areas&of&state&policy.&Enamoured&of&organic&approaches&to&society,&
he&abhors&liberalism&and&embraces&Joe&Clark’s&“community&of&communities”&as&the&
appropriate&model&for&the&Canadian&polity.9&Bastien&is&entitled&to&his&views,&and&his&
concerns&about&the&arguably&antiUdemocratic&nature&of&the&Charter&are&shared&by&others&in&
Canada,&on&both&ends&of&the&political&spectrum.10&But&one&is&entitled&to&ask&to&what&extent&
these&views&drive&and&indeed&distort&the&interpretation&of&the&evidence&in&La#Bataille#de#
Londres.&&
In&the&“postface”&to&his&book,&Dr&Bastien&rails&against&what&he&sees&as&a&negative&
trend&in&academic&granting&agencies,&to&wit,&the&tendency&to&stress&theory&over&empiricism&
such&that&“the&writing&of&history&consists&of&deducing&a&conclusion&in&advance,&through&the&
employment&of&a&theory.&&This&approach&is&even&better&demonstrated&when&the&researcher,&
driven&by&this&initial&perspective,&necessarily&concentrates&on&documents&supporting&his&
original&position,&while&ignoring&those&that&do&not&conform&to&the&abstract&approach&that&
the&theory&would&dictate.”11&&
It&is&hard&not&to&turn&these&words&against&Dr&Bastien&himself.&Theory&did&not&dictate&
the&documents&that&he&sought&out,&but&his&relentlessly&antiUCharter&perspective&leads&him&to&
interpret&them&with&a&dogmatic&rigidity.&&In&the&author’s&mind&there&is&never&any&doubt,&
ambiguity,&or&nuance.&&Federal&politicians&and&the&impugned&judges&are&always&engaged&in&
secret&and&illicit&machinations,&sending&“coded”&messages&that&the&author&believes&he&can&
decrypt,&and&steadily&working&towards&the&goal&of&foisting&the&hated&Charter#of#Rights&on&an&
innocent&and&unsuspecting&populace.&&Aside&from&anything&else,&this&is&simply&not&good&
historical&practice.&&Historians&are&supposed&to&assess&evidence&impartially,&to&be&sensitive&
to&multiple&meanings,&and&to&pay&particular&attention&to&context.&&&
The&dozen&or&so&pages&taken&up&with&the&accusations&of&impropriety&levelled&at&the&
two&judges&is&not&large&considering&the&size&of&the&book&(476&pages).&&But&these&accusations&
are&at&the&very&heart&of&Dr&Bastien’s&project&of&delegitimation.&&Any&dirty&tricks&by&the&
politicians&can&be&chalked&up&to,&well,&politics.&Short&of&actual&corruption,&violence&or&
intimidation,&it&is&hard&to&say&that&any&tactics&are&off&the&table&in&Canadian&politics.&Dr&
Bastien&would&not&sway&many&readers&with&allegations&that&federal&politicians&played&dirty&
pool&during&the&patriation&wars,&because&the&conduct&of&the&dissenting&premiers&at&times&
was&hardly&above&reproach&either.&&He&seems&to&accept,&for&example,&that&a&career&member&
8

)La)Bataille)de)Londres,!118L20,!223L31!and!passim.!!!
!Ibid,!260L64.!
10
!Rainer!Knopff!and!F.L.!Morton,!Charter)Politics!(Scarborough,!ON:!!Nelson!Canada,!1992);!Michael!Mandel,!The)
Charter)of)Rights)and)the)Legalization)of)Politics)in)Canada,!rev.!ed.!(Toronto:!!Thompson!Educational!Publishing,!
1994).!!!!
11
!La)Bataille)de)Londres,!456.!
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of&the&Department&of&External&Affairs&was&a&secret&sovereignist&and&spy&for&Quebec&who&
leaked&many&confidential&documents&to&the&press&in&February&1981&in&an&attempt&to&derail&
the&federal&constitutional&project.12&But&allegations&that&the&chief&justice&of&Canada&
conspired&secretly&with&the&British&and&Ottawa&to&stack&the&deck&against&the&Gang&of&Eight&
would&be&different:&&if&proven,&those&could&be&politically&explosive,&perhaps&even&beyond&
Quebec.&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Bastien&labels&Bora&Laskin&as&a&“grand&partisan&de&la&Charte”&who&would&do&
anything,&even&to&the&point&of&contravening&his&judicial&oath,&to&help&Trudeau&pass&his&
constitutional&package.&He&duly&notes&the&inconvenient&fact&that&Laskin&vehemently&
opposed&Diefenbaker’s&bill&of&rights,&but&then&asserts&that&he&reversed&his&views&about&the&
constitutional&protection&of&rights&on&joining&the&bench&in&1965.13&&For&this&he&relies&on&a&
statement&by&Michael&Mandel&that&Laskin&“brought&to&the&Supreme&Court&his&strong&beliefs&
in&AmericanUstyle&judicial&activism.”14&Mandel’s&assessment&accords&with&Bastien’s&own&
view&but&it&would&be&seen&as&overly&broad&by&those,&such&as&Denise&Réaume,&who&have&
explored&Laskin’s&jurisprudential&thought&in&depth.&&While&Laskin&certainly&admired&many&
things&about&American&jurisprudence,&and&there&are&elements&of&“activism”&in&his&own,&he&
was&acutely&aware&of&the&distinction&between&the&US&constitution&and&one&based&on&
parliamentary&supremacy,&and&the&correspondingly&different&role&required&of&the&judiciary&
in&both&jurisdictions.15&&
As&Réaume&demonstrates,&based&on&his&writings&before&and&after&his&appointment&to&
the&Ontario&Court&of&Appeal&in&1965,&Laskin&had&a&nuanced&and&layered&view&of&the&judicial&
role,&based&on&whether&common&law,&statutory&or&constitutional&interpretation&was&
involved.&He&“recognize[d]&the&need&to&prevent&[courts]&from&controlling&too&large&a&share&
of&the&governance&of&society&even&when&their&intentions&were&for&the&best.&&Courts&have&a&
responsibility&to&supervise&the&development&of&the&law,&but&they&are&not&an&elected&body,&
and&this&limits&their&capacity&and&entitlement&to&speak&for&society.”16&And&long&before&the&
recent&vogue&for&discussing&the&relationship&between&courts&and&legislatures&in&terms&of&
“dialogue&theory,”&Laskin&saw&them&as&working&in&“a&partnership&of&sorts.”17&My&own&
analysis&of&Laskin’s&judicial&decisions&largely&supports&Réaume’s&analysis,&which&is&based&on&
his&scholarship.&Laskin&cherished&liberal&values&but&he&was&not&a&classical&liberal;&rather,&he&
was&a&modernist&who&believed&in&a&strong&role&for&the&state&in&redressing&social&and&
economic&inequality&so&that&all,&not&just&a&few&in&society,&could&aspire&to&the&human&
flourishing&promised&by&liberalism.&There&is&much&more&concern&with&legislative&deference&
and&social&stability&in&Laskin’s&judicial&oeuvre&than&the&broad&labels&“activist”&or&“Charter&
liberal”&can&account&for.&&&
La#Bataille#de#Londres&retells&the&patriation&saga&by&adding&the&British&perspective&to&
an&already&wellUknown&narrative.&&Through&creative&research&and&the&filing&of&innumerable&
access&to&information&requests,&Dr&Bastien&was&able&to&obtain&copies&of&much&of&the&relevant&
12

!Mark!MacGuigan,!An)Inside)Look)at)External)Affairs)during)the)Trudeau)Years:)the)Memoirs)of)Mark)MacGuigan!
(Calgary:!!University!of!Calgary!Press,!2002),!99.!!The!“mole”!was!allowed!to!retire!and!no!charges!were!laid,!for!
fear!of!arousing!Quebec!opinion!at!a!sensitive!time;!La)Bataille)de)Londres,!249L50.!
13
!La)Bataille)de)Londres,!317L18.!
14
!Mandel,!Charter)of)Rights,!23.!
15
!Bora!Laskin,!“The!Function!of!Law”!(1973)!11!Alta!L!Rev!118.!
16
!“The!Judicial!Philosophy!of!Bora!Laskin”!(1985)!35!UTLJ!438!at!453.!
17
!Ibid,!452.!
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British&diplomatic&correspondence:&&in&particular,&messages&to&and&from&the&British&High&
Commission&in&Ottawa&and&the&Foreign&Office&in&London,&and&notes&prepared&by&various&
officials&for&the&use&of&the&latter.&&He&also&consulted&some&External&Affairs&documentation&at&
Library&and&Archives&Canada,&and&some&material&originating&in&provincial&ministries&of&
interUgovernmental&affairs,&but&claims&to&have&had&much&less&success&with&freedom&of&
information&requests&in&Canada&than&in&Britain.&&
This&strategy&had&much&to&commend&it,&and&it&did&turn&up&some&new&information,&
including&the&references&to&the&judges&that&have&caused&such&a&furore.&&However,&most&of&
this&evidence&displays&an&inherent&frailty&that&is&simply&ignored&by&the&author.&&Much&of&it&
consists&of&summaries&of&conversations&and&events&passed&on&from&one&diplomat&or&official&
to&another.&Typically,&A&(the&British&High&Commissioner,&say)&is&reporting&to&D&(the&Foreign&
Office)&on&a&conversation&between&B&(someone&with&links&to&the&British&High&Commission)&
and&C&(one&of&the&judges,&or&a&third&party)&as&told&by&B&to&A.&&Occasionally&a&phrase&is&put&in&
quotation&marks,&suggesting&that&C&did&use&those&exact&words,&but&most&of&the&
conversations&are&reported&in&indirect&speech;&this&makes&it&impossible&to&know&exactly&
what&was&said&or&how&the&context&of&the&conversation&affected&the&meaning&the&parties&gave&
to&it.&&&
A&second&limitation&with&this&kind&of&evidence&is&that&one&cannot&take&at&face&value&
the&assertion&by&a&diplomat&that&what&he&or&she&is&reporting&as&“Highly&Confidential!&Top&
Secret!”&really&is&so.&&Diplomats&are&supposed&to&gather&information&that&is&not&in&the&public&
domain&as&well&as&providing&“valueUadded”&interpretation&to&information&that&is:&&officials&in&
the&Foreign&Office&are&as&capable&of&reading&Canadian&newspapers&as&the&staff&of&the&British&
High&Commission,&and&at&much&less&expense&too.&Thus,&diplomats&are&disposed&to&portray&
their&findings&as&insider&information&even&when&they&are&not,&or&to&exaggerate&the&
importance&of&what&they&convey.&&Trudeau&once&said&that&“he&learned&more&from&The#New#
York#Times&than&he&did&from&the&diplomatic&despatches&that&landed&on&his&desk.”18&&&&&
&
A&final&and&insurmountable&difficulty&with&all&the&evidence&regarding&the&judges&in&
La#Bataille#de#Londres&is&that&their&side&of&the&story&does&not&appear&in&it.&&The&documents&
give&us&fragments&of&their&conversations&reported&indirectly&in&words&chosen&by&others,&but&
nothing&about&their&motivation&and&little&about&the&context.&These&are&not&the&transcripts&of&
the&Watergate&tapes.&Dr.&Bastien&is&nonetheless&confident&that&he&understands&exactly&what&
the&actors&had&in&mind&at&various&points&and&weaves&these&bits&and&pieces&of&unreliable&and&
ambiguous&evidence&into&a&narrative&of&highUlevel&trickery&and&constitutional&subversion.&&
&
With&these&preliminary&remarks&we&are&now&ready&to&consider&each&of&the&five&
incidents&that&Bastien&characterizes&as&“interventions”&on&the&part&of&the&chief&justice,&as&
well&as&the&one&attributed&to&Justice&Estey,&and&to&analyze&them&in&detail.&
&
&
I&#26#March#1981##
The&inherent&frailties&of&Bastien’s&evidence&are&on&full&display&in&the&first&
“intervention”&by&the&chief&justice.&&The&author&refers&to&a&note&dated&26&March&1981&from&
18
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the&British&High&Commissioner&at&Ottawa,&John&Ford,&to&the&Foreign&Office,&reporting&that&he&
had&“learned&confidentially&that&the&Supreme&Court&decided&today&that&it&will&hear&the&
Manitoba&appeal&on&April&28,&much&sooner&than&the&federal&government&expected.&&The&
chief&justice&gave#the#impression&(to&a&federal&government&source,&not&to&be&revealed&please)&
that&he&hoped&[or,&possibly,&expected19]&to&convey&the&court’s&opinion&before&the&end&of&the&
Parliamentary&process&in&the&United&Kingdom.”&&Bastien&relates&that&“[t]his&information&was&
immediately&communicated&to&the&attorney&general&of&Great&Britain,&Michael&Havers.&He&
confirmed&what&everyone&suspected,&that&the&situation&‘makes&it&very&difficult,&if&not&
impossible,&for&the&British&Parliament&to&decide&on&the&Canadian&request&before&the&
expected&judgment&of&the&Supreme&Court&of&Canada&is&made&public.’”&20&&
There&seem&to&be&two&allegations&here:&&first,&that&Laskin&improperly&tipped&off&the&
federal&government&about&the&date&the&Manitoba&appeal&would&be&heard.&&And&second,&that&
he&planned&to&expedite&the&Court’s&process&in&some&illegitimate&way&in&order&to&aid&the&
federal&government&and&informed&them&of&this&plan.&&&
Let&us&look&first&at&the&dates.&&The&alleged&leak&occurred&on&26&March,&the&day&that&
the&Court&decided&when&the&Manitoba&appeal&would&be&heard.&The&Court&confirmed&the&date&
of&28&April&after&meeting&with&counsel&for&both&parties&that&day.&&A&document&held&by&the&
registrar’s&office&of&the&Supreme&Court&in&what&it&calls&the&“court&file,”&dated&26&March&1981,&
sets&out&the&dates&for&the&filing&of&documents&in&the&appeal&and&concludes&with&the&
statement,&“the&hearing&of&the&appeal,&counsel&for&the&AttorneyU&General&of&Manitoba&and&
counsel&for&the&AttorneyUGeneral&of&Canada&consenting,&[will]&commence&at&the&opening&of&
the&April&term&of&the&Court,&namely,&on&Tuesday,&April&28,&1981.”&The&document&is&signed&by&
the&Court&registrar,&Bernard&Hofley,&and&a&handUwritten&note,&presumably&by&him,&states&
“Read&to&counsel&by&Chief&Justice&and&agreed&to&26/3/81.”21&&
This&information&was&immediately&made&public,&presumably&by&one&or&both&parties,&
and&there&was&no&reason&it&should&not&have&been.&Both&Le#Devoir&and&La#Presse&reported&on&
27&March&that&their&reporters&had&learned&the&previous&day&that&the&hearing&was&set&for&28&
April.&And&on&27&March&both&prime&minister&Trudeau&and&Joe&Clark&referred&in&Parliament&
to&the&Supreme&Court’s&decision&to&hear&the&appeal&on&28&April.22&The&“confidential&tip”&that&
Ford&was&passing&on&was&never&confidential&information—there&was&no&problem&with&
Laskin&mentioning&the&28&April&date&to&a&“federal&source”&or&anyone&else&on&the&26th,&and&
19
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the&date&was&public&knowledge&within&a&matter&of&hours,&probably&before&Ford’s&note&
reached&the&United&Kingdom.&&&
Dr.&Bastien&has&committed&several&basic&errors&here.&&He&is&not&at&all&critical&of&his&
source,&the&Ford&note,&which&he&accepts&at&face&value.&&He&does&not&seek&to&check&the&
veracity&of&the&information&in&it,&even&though&several&obvious&and&easily&accessible&
Canadian&sources&were&available&to&do&so:&&newspaper&accounts,&Parliamentary&debates,&
and&the&records&of&the&Court&itself,&which&are&public&records&available&to&anyone.&&(I&was&
sent&scanned&copies&of&the&relevant&documents&the&day&after&my&inquiry.)&&And&he&has&not&
thought&to&inquire&what&the&normal&procedure&of&the&Court&would&be&when&setting&the&
dates&for&the&hearing&of&appeals.&&&
Now&for&the&second&allegation.&&The&unidentified&federal&government&“source”&heard&
the&chief&justice&say&something&from&which&he&or&she&derived&an&“impression”&about&the&
date&when&Laskin&“hoped”&the&Court’s&opinion&would&be&ready.&&Expressing&a&“hope”&or&even&
an&“expectation”&is&not&equivalent&to&passing&on&confidential&information,&and&any&
interested&observer&would&know&that&the&chief&justice&was&not&capable&of&forcing&his&eight&
colleagues&to&reach&a&decision&within&a&set&time&frame.&&Given&the&vagueness&and&ambiguity&
of&the&terms&used,&it&is&simply&impossible&to&reconstruct&the&interchange&between&Laskin&
and&the&“source”&on&the&basis&of&Ford’s&note.&&Does&this&give&the&author&pause?&&Not&a&bit.&&
According&to&Bastien,&“Laskin&…&was&obviously&in&direct&contact&with&the&executive&power:&&
he&spoke&to&someone&highly&placed&in&the&federal&government,&who&passed&on&the&message&
to&the&British&government.&Clearly,&knowing&the&difficulties&of&the&English&government&given&
that&the&matter&was&sub#judice,&he&sought&to&accelerate&the&judicial&process.”23&&&
The&note&says&nothing&about&whether&the&“source”&was&“highly&placed”—this&is&pure&
speculation&on&Bastien’s&part—nor&can&one&equate&the&vague&expression&“gave&the&
impression”&with&anything&like&“direct&contact.”&&If&anything,&“gave&the&impression”&suggests&
a&studied&evasiveness&on&Laskin’s&part&that&the&“source”&is&trying&to&paper&over.&&
Nonetheless,&some&twenty&pages&later,&without&any&more&evidence&being&introduced&
on&this&incident,&the&reader&is&treated&to&an&even&more&fevered&interpretation&of&this&nonU
event.&After&rehearsing&briefly&Laskin’s&career,&Bastien&advises&that&Trudeau&was&counting&
on&Laskin&“to&help&his&cause&triumph&in&the&spring&of&1981.”&The&British&allegedly&realized&
this&as&well&because&&
as&we&have&seen,&they&were&informed&thanks&to&Laskin&that&the&Supreme&Court&
would&take&charge&(“se&saisirait”)&of&the&patriation&case&and&expedite&it&promptly.&&
This&information&having&come&via&federal&sources&it&seems&impossible&that&Trudeau&
was&not&aware&of&it.&&And&as&Laskin&was&a&centralizer&plus&a&great&supporter&of&the&
Charter&of&rights,&it&is&obvious&that&the&rapidity&with&which&he&intended&to&guide&the&
process&was&aimed&at&furthering&Ottawa’s&cause&in&London.&&The&message&that&he&
sent&to&the&English&was&aimed&at&encouraging&them:&&the&Court&will&expedite&the&
matter.&At&the&same&time,&the&chief&justice&informed&the&federal&authorities&that&they&
need&not&worry&about&the&matter&getting&mired&before&the&top&court.&&Laskin&took&it&
upon&himself&to&inform&them&of&what&was&going&on;&they&knew&that&they&could&count&
23
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on&the&help&of&this&most&influential&judge.&&In&a&way,&Laskin’s&message&amounted&to&
saying:&&have&confidence&in&me,&the&Supreme&Court&is&going&to&deliver&the&goods.&24&&&&
All&of&this&may&be&“obvious”&to&Dr.&Bastien,&but&it&will&not&be&to&the&reader&who&has&
been&paying&attention&to&the&evidence&provided&earlier&or&has&any&familiarity&with&the&
Court’s&process&on&reference&cases.&&Whoever&the&“federal&source”&was&who&heard&Laskin&
mention&the&nonUconfidential&date&of&the&hearing&and&express&a&hope&about&the&timing&of&
the&decision,&Bastien&has&provided&no&evidence&at&all&that&Laskin&realized&this&person&was&or&
might&be&in&contact&with&the&British&High&Commission.&&But&all&of&a&sudden&he&has&Laskin&
“sending”&messages&to&the&English.&There&is&a&crucial&missing&link&here.&&
Other&evidence&not&cited&by&Bastien&also&demonstrates&that&he&has&completely&
misinterpreted&what&he&has&found.&&With&his&assumption&that&everything&important&
happens&behind&closed&doors,&he&has&not&checked&the&newspapers&to&see&what&was&public&
information&at&the&time.&Globe#and#Mail&reporter&Robert&Sheppard&wrote&on&1&April&that&&
Government#sources&confirmed&yesterday&that&Chief&Justice&Laskin&raised&the&
problem&of&timing&with&federal&lawyers&last&week&in&a&preliminary&meeting&in&
chambers&to&discuss&the&appeal&of&the&Manitoba&Court&of&Appeal&decision,&which&was&
in&favour&of&Ottawa.&&The&Chief&Justice&was&concerned&about&the&relevance&of&a&
Supreme&Court&ruling&if&the&matter&had&already&been&decided&in&Westminster.25&
Reporter&Claude&Turcotte&of&Le#Devoir&expanded&on&a&Canadian&Press&story&on&the&same&
date&that&some&of&the&judges&were&concerned&that&the&dignity&of&the&Court&was&being&
trampled&on&by&the&government’s&mode&of&proceeding.26&&&
Even&better&evidence&about&this&incident&has&now&come&to&light:&Barry&Strayer,&one&
of&the&participants&in&the&26&March&1981&meeting&with&the&chief&justice,&has&now&published&
his&version&of&that&encounter.27&One&cannot&fault&Dr.&Bastien&for&not&adverting&to&this&source&
as&it&was&only&published&in&early&2013,&when&his&book&was&in&press.&In&1981&Dr&Strayer&was&
assistant&deputy&minister&for&public&law&in&the&federal&department&of&Justice&and&thus&head&
of&the&branch&responsible&for&providing&constitutional&advice&to&the&government.&Along&
with&John&Scollin,&senior&counsel&from&the&department,&he&reports&attending&a&meeting&with&
Bora&Laskin&in&the&judge’s&chambers&at&the&“end&of&March,”&before&the&Newfoundland&
Supreme&Court&decision&(ruling&Trudeau’s&measure&illegal)&had&come&down&on&31&March.&&
He&does&not&state&the&exact&date,&but&it&must&have&been&26&March&as&noted&in&the&Supreme&
Court&document&referred&to&earlier,&a&date&which&is&also&consistent&with&the&newspaper&
reports&of&1&April.&&At&the&meeting,&in&Strayer’s&account,&Kerr&Twaddle,&counsel&for&
Manitoba,&“press[ed]&the&Supreme&Court&to&fix&an&early&date&for&a&hearing,&for&fear&that&the&
joint&resolution&would&be&passed&by&Parliament&and&sent&to&London&before&the&Supreme&
Court&could&pronounce&on&the&matter.”&&Laskin&then&looked&at&the&federal&government&
counsel&and&said&“Surely&the&government&does&not&plan&to&proceed&with&adoption&of&the&
resolution&before&our&hearing.”&It&fell&to&Strayer&to&state&frankly&that&that&was&exactly&what&
was&planned.&&This&“seemed&to&shock&the&Chief;&he&grimaced&and&said&that&he&would&fix&an&
early&date&for&the&hearing&to&commence&a&little&over&a&month&later.”&&Strayer&protested&that&
this&would&be&too&soon&to&hear&the&appeals&from&the&other&provinces,&but&to&no&avail.&&While&
24
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conceding&that&all&three&appeals&were&heard&together&in&the&end,&he&avers&that&“the&
timetable&was&without&precedent.”28&&
On&26&March&Laskin,&contrary&to&Bastien’s&interpretation,&was&trying&to&slow#down&
the&federal&government&by&warning&it,&in&effect,&to&wait&for&its&decision&before&taking&the&
next&step.&The&concern&about&waiting&for&the&Court’s&decision&became&academic&on&31&
March,&however,&when&the&Newfoundland&Supreme&Court&released&its&opinion&that&
Trudeau’s&unilateral&request&was&illegal.&&The&cabinet&decided&within&minutes&to&appeal&and&
to&wait&for&the&Supreme&Court’s&opinion&before&going&to&London.&&That&is&probably&why&the&
government&was&now&content&to&confirm&on&1&April&what&had&gone&on&the&week&before—
because&it&was&now&allaying&the&Court’s&concerns&by&saying&it&would&wait&for&its&decision,&
and&showing&the&Canadian&public&that&it&was&not&behaving&in&a&precipitous&fashion.&&&
By&scheduling&the&Manitoba&appeal&for&28&April,&the&Court&was&also&sending&a&
message&to#the#public&that&it&was&treating&the&patriation&matter&seriously&and&expeditiously,&
as&the&provincial&courts&of&appeal&had&done&and&as&the&Supreme&Court&had&done&in&other&
reference&cases.&&There&is&no&need&to&resort&to&conspiracy&theory&or&secret&messages,&nor&
does&Ford’s&note&provide&any&basis&for&an&assertion&that&the&separation&of&powers&was&
breached&in&this&instance.&&The&Court&was&treating&this&reference&in&the&same&way&it&had&
dealt&with&other&politically&sensitive&reference&cases&in&recent&memory.&&The&AntiLInflation#
Reference&of&1976&was&heard&within&seven&weeks&of&the&reference&being&lodged&with&the&
Court&(11&March&to&31&May),&which&in&turn&rendered&its&opinion&a&mere&five&weeks&after&the&
close&of&argument,&in&spite&of&this&being&arguably&the&most&important&case&heard&by&the&
Court&since&the&abolition&of&Privy&Council&appeals.29&The&Senate#Reference&in&1980&took&nine&
months&from&hearing&to&judgment,&but&there&was&no&particular&urgency&about&the&Court’s&
opinion&in&that&instance.30&And&observers&expected,&based&on&the&AntiLInflation#Act&
experience,&that&the&Supreme&Court&would&take&about&two&months&to&render&its&decision&in&
the&Patriation#Reference.31&&
To&conclude&on&this&point:&&the&alleged&“intervention”&by&Laskin&erected&on&the&basis&
of&the&Ford&note&is&a&pure&“invention,”&based&on&incomplete&research,&lack&of&understanding&
of&the&Supreme&Court’s&process,&and&an&uncritical&approach&to&the&note&itself.&&&&&
Before&proceeding&to&consider&the&other&incidents&involving&Laskin,&it&is&necessary&to&
consider&the&sole&“intervention”&attributed&to&Justice&W.Z.&Estey.&The&case&against&him&rests&
on&an&opinion&expressed&to&John&Ford&in&October&1980,&shortly&after&Trudeau&revealed&his&
plan&for&unilateral&patriation,&and&a&comment&made&to&Ford&about&a&talk&Estey&had&had&with&
premier&Blakeney&of&Saskatchewan&around&the&same&time.&Ford’s&note&states&that&Estey&said&
the&legality&of&Trudeau’s&move&would&be&put&into&question,&and&that&the&Supreme&Court&
would&take&two&months&to&decide&the&case.&&Here&is&Bastien’s&interpretation&of&this&evidence:&&&
It&is&to&say&the&least&striking&to&see&a&judge&of&the&Supreme&Court&engage&freely&in&a&
political&conversation&with&a&representative&of&the&executive&power—in&
28
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constitutional&matters,&London&was&still&the&imperial&government,&and&as&a&result&
John&Ford&was&part&of&the&executive&branch&of&government.&&Now,&Estey&indicated&to&
him&that&it&was&likely&that&the&Court&would&be&seized&of&the&matter,&thus&warning&Her&
Majesty’s&government.32&&&
One&hardly&knows&where&to&begin&in&deconstructing&this&extraordinary&statement.&&Let’s&
start&with&the&constitutional&law.&&If&one&lives,&say,&in&the&British&Virgin&Islands,&or&on&St.&
Helena,&perhaps&there&is&still&an&entity&called&the&“imperial&government”&with&which&one&
must&deal.&&The&fact&that&the&British&Parliament&was&the&“legislative&trustee”&of&the&Canadian&
constitution&until&1982&did&not&mean&that&Canada&was&subordinate&to&or&involved&in&any&
way&in&a&relationship&with&an&“imperial&government.”&&The&CanadaUBritain&relationship&
ceased&to&be&an&imperial&one&after&the&passage&of&the&Statute&of&Westminster&1931,&but&at&
the&very&latest&since&1947.33&&Since&then&Canada&has&dealt&with&Britain&as&a&foreign&power,&
and&vice&versa,&as&Bastien’s&own&evidence&shows&earlier&in&the&book:&&he&quotes&Merv&
Johnson,&Saskatchewan’s&agentUgeneral&in&London,&as&saying&“the&British&government&[will]&
treat&this&question&[of&patriation]&as&if&it&were&a&matter&of&international&relations,&not&
imperial&relations.”34&&Throughout&the&patriation&affair,&Canada&dealt&with&the&British&
government,&not&an&imperial&government.&Bastien’s&reasoning&that&Estey&breached&the&
separation&of&powers&by&communicating&with&Ford&is&based&on&anachronistic&ideas&and,&
indeed,&on&an&utter&constitutional&fantasy.&&&
But&even&if&this&point&is&conceded&for&the&sake&of&argument—that&Estey&was&
communicating&with&a&representative&of&the&“imperial”&government—there&was&nothing&
improper&about&the&content&of&the&exchange&between&the&two&men.&In&October&1980,&there&
was&absolutely&nothing&wrong&with&Estey&expressing&to&the&British&High&Commissioner&or&
anyone&else&the&opinion&that&Trudeau’s&unilateral&patriation&resolution&would&likely&be&put&
into&question.&It&was&not&a&“warning”&or&“tip”&and&did&not&involve&“inside&information”&of&any&
kind.&&Anyone&who&had&taken&Federalism&101&would&know&that&such&a&challenge&was&not&
only&likely&but&almost&inevitable,&and&indeed&the&provinces&launched&their&first&court&action&
already&on&23&October.&&&
As&Bastien&himself&shows,&the&first&thing&Margaret&Thatcher,&herself&a&barrister,&
asked&when&External&Affairs&Minister&Mark&MacGuigan&met&with&her&on&5&October&1980—
before&Estey’s&meeting&with&Ford—was&whether&Trudeau’s&unilateralist&resolution&would&
be&challenged&in&the&courts.35&She&did&not&need&to&be&“tipped&off”&that&such&an&eventuality&
existed.&And&as&for&the&judge’s&estimate&of&the&time&the&Court&would&take,&we&have&been&
through&this&earlier:&&there&is&nothing&confidential&about&a&Supreme&Court&judge&expressing&
an&opinion&about&the&time&it&might&take&for&a&decision&to&be&rendered.&&Caveat#emptor&
though&–&the&Court&took&over&twice&as&long&as&Estey&had&estimated.&&&&&
Ford’s&note&passes&on&Estey’s&concern&about&the&Western&alienation&he&encountered&
on&a&recent&trip&to&Saskatchewan—a&concern&shared&by&virtually&all&eastern&Canadians&at&
the&time&and&on&full&display&during&the&patriation&battles.&&Estey&always&followed&matters&in&
the&West&closely,&and&there&was&no&reason&he&should&not&have&shared&his&impressions&with&
Ford,&especially&when&they&contained&no&more&than&one&could&read&in&the&newspapers.&
32
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Again&we&see&Ford&gamely&trying&to&pad&his&despatches&and&Dr.&Bastien&taking&it&all&at&face&
value.&&Ford,&by&the&way,&was&so&opposed&to&the&Charter&and&to&Trudeau’s&plans,&and&so&
publicly&(and&inappropriately)&vocal&about&it,&that&the&British&were&obliged&to&recall&him&
early&in&response&to&Canadian&outrage&at&his&undiplomatic&antics.36&&&&
As&for&Estey’s&meeting&with&Blakeney,&a&little&context&is&necessary.&&Willard&Estey&was&
born&and&raised&in&Saskatoon,&had&two&brothers&who&remained&there,&and&visited&often.&&His&
father&had&been&attorney&general&of&Saskatchewan&and&the&family&was&well&known&there.&
Estey&was&acquainted&with&Allan&Blakeney,&though&he&certainly&did&not&share&his&socialist&
politics,&and&it&would&not&be&unusual&for&the&two&men&to&meet&when&Estey&passed&through&
Saskatoon.37&All&Ford&says&about&this&meeting&as&reported&by&Estey&is&that&Blakeney&
“wanted&to&play&a&positive&role&in&the&crisis&but&was&afraid&of&losing&the&support&of&his&
electorate.”&There&is&no&evidence&that&in&their&conversation&Estey&strayed&into&any&
impermissible&terrain,&no&evidence&of&the&slightest&impropriety.&&There&was&as&yet&no&
proceeding&involving&any&provincial&premiers&before&the&Court.&Yet&in&responding&to&a&
comment&that&I&wrote&to&this&effect&in&Le#Devoir,&Bastien&continues&to&assert&that&Estey’s&
“indiscrétion”&was&“capitale.”38&It&may&be&“capitale”&for&the&tale&Bastien&wants&to&tell,&but&
that&does&not&make&his&interpretation&accurate.&Moreover,&the&caption&under&Estey’s&photo&
in&La#Bataille#de#Londres&reads&“Willard&Estey:&&Supreme&Court&judge,&he&informed&the&
British&of&the&intentions&of&the&top&court.”&What&intentions?&That&the&Court&would&hear&a&
challenge&to&Trudeau’s&patriation&plan&if&the&matter&were&properly&brought&before&it?&&
Bastien&seems&honestly&to&believe&that&Estey&acted&wrongly,&but&the&fact&is&that&this&caption&
is&demonstrably&false&based&on&the&evidence&provided&in&the&book.&He&nonetheless&refers&on&
at&least&three&more&occasions&to&Estey’s&role&in&“warning”&the&British&government.39&&
Part&of&the&problem&here&is&Dr.&Bastien’s&unrealistic&idea&about&what&constitutes&
inappropriate&behaviour&on&the&part&of&judges.&Judges&are&not&obliged&to&cross&the&street&if&
they&see&a&cabinet&minister&coming&toward&them.&&Judges&meet&politicians&and&diplomats&all&
the&time&on&social&occasions&and&at&official&events.&They&are&not&forbidden&from&discussing&
current&events&in&a&general&way,&or&from&observing&that&a&contemporary&dispute&is&likely&to&
end&up&in&court,&as&long&as&they&do&not&express&a&view&about&how&they&think&the&dispute&
would&or&should&be&decided.&&&
Before&moving&on&it&is&also&necessary&to&point&out&a&possible&misunderstanding&on&
the&part&of&Dr&Bastien&about&the&role&of&the&Supreme&Court.&&We&have&seen&his&statement&
that&the&Court&“se&saisirait&de&la&question&du&rapatriement.”40&Literally&translated,&this&
means&that&the&Court&would&“seize&itself”&of&the&case,&or&take&charge&of&it&on&its&own&motion.&&
Obviously,&the&Court&has&no&power&to&deal&with&any&matter&that&is&not&brought&before&it&
through&the&proper&procedure.&&In&this&case&either&the&federal&government&could&have&
36
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referred&the&matter&directly&to&the&Supreme&Court,&which&it&chose&not&to&do,&or&a&provincial&
government,&having&referred&the&matter&to&the&court&of&appeal&of&that&province,&could&
appeal&an&unfavourable&decision&as&of&right&to&the&Supreme&Court&pursuant&to&the&provision&
of&the&Supreme#Court#Act&noted&earlier.&&There&was&no&other&way&for&this&matter&to&come&
before&the&Court,&and&the&Court&had&no&power&to&decline&to&hear&the&case&if&it&came&forward&
in&either&of&these&ways.&While&on&other&occasions&Dr&Bastien&uses&the&correct,&passive,&
terminology,&“être&saisie,”41&such&haziness&about&a&fundamental&aspect&of&court&process&
does&not&inspire&confidence.&&&&&&
#
II##June#26#1981#
After&spending&their&first&and&only&sabbatical&in&London&in&1961U62,&the&Laskins&fell&
in&love&with&England&and&returned&often&for&their&summer&holidays&in&the&1960s&and&70s.&&
Laskin&had&been&invited&to&attend&the&lectures&of&the&Canadian&Institute&for&Advanced&Legal&
Studies,&to&be&held&in&Cambridge,&England&and&LouvainUlaUNeuve,&Belgium&between&26&July&
and&8&August&1981,&and&as&honorary&patron&of&the&institute,&felt&some&obligation&to&go.42&&
The&Laskins&decided&to&build&a&long&holiday&around&this&event&and&sailed&to&Britain&on&the&
Queen#Elizabeth#II&in&June.&&Peggy&was&very&concerned&about&her&husband’s&health&and&was&
keen&for&him&to&take&a&long&break&from&his&duties&at&the&Court.&Laskin&had&had&heart&byUpass&
surgery&followed&by&significant&postUoperative&complications&in&the&spring&of&1978,&was&
diagnosed&a&year&later&with&Addison’s&disease,&&a&condition&which&weakens&the&immune&
system,&and&then&had&emergency&bowel&surgery&in&the&fall&of&1979&in&Vancouver&and&almost&
died.&&He&was&away&from&the&Court&until&the&end&of&January&1980&but&slowly&regained&his&
strength&over&the&next&year.&&&&
This&context&is&necessary&to&rebut&Bastien’s&innuendo&that&Laskin’s&presence&in&
London&in&JuneUJuly&1981&was&no&coincidence.&&He&begins&his&account&of&the&next&
“intervention”&with&the&statement&“Le&hasard&faisant&bien&des&choses”&(“as&luck&would&have&
it”),&Laskin&found&himself&in&London&at&the&very&moment&when&Pierre&Trudeau&was&visiting&
Margaret&Thatcher.&&The&implication&is&clearly&ironic:&that&there&was&no&“hasard”&at&all&about&
Laskin’s&presence&in&London&at&this&time.&&On&the&day&of&the&TrudeauUThatcher&meeting,&26&
June,&Bastien&reports&that&“Laskin&made&a&telephone&call,&apparently&fortuitously,&(“comme&
par&hasard”)&to&Michael&Pitfield,&the&clerk&of&the&[Canadian]&Privy&Council,&who&was&also&in&
London.”&&Pitfield&later&met&his&British&counterpart,&the&cabinet&secretary&Robert&
Armstrong,&who&reported&the&conversation&thus&in&a&note&to&the&Foreign&Office&of&the&same&
date:&&“Mr.&Pitfield&said&he&received&a&call&from&the&chief&justice&of&the&Supreme&Court&
advising&him&that&he&was&cutting&short&his&vacation&in&this&country&to&return&to&Canada&in&
early&July&to&rejoin&his&colleagues&on&the&Supreme&Court&for&two&or&three&days.&&The&chief&
justice&said&to&Mr.&Pitfield:&&‘you&understand&what&that&means,’&and&hung&up.”&&
According&to&Bastien,&“Pitfield&seemed&to&decode&perfectly&this&admittedly&short&and&
enigmatic&message.&&He&explained&to&Armstrong&that&it&meant&that&the&judgment&of&the&
Supreme&Court&would&fall&on&the&7th&of&July.&&[Proclaiming&the&constitution&on]&July&1&was&
thus&out&of&the&question,&which&did&not&prevent&Pitfield&from&insisting&that&the&adoption&of&
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the&constitutional&resolution&should&occur&during&the&summer&session,&which&finished&at&the&
end&of&July,&rather&than&waiting&for&the&fall.”43&&&
It&is&not&clear&what&precipitated&Laskin’s&call&to&Pitfield.&&But&even&without&knowing&
Laskin’s&travel&plans,&any&informed&observer&would&have&realized&as&of&26&June&(a&Friday),&
especially&with&Laskin&still&in&London,&that&it&would&be&impossible&for&the&decision&to&be&
released&in&time&for&the&matter&to&get&through&the&British&Parliament&and&have&the&new&
constitution&proclaimed&for&July&1st.&And&as&for&“decoding&the&message&perfectly”&–&Pitfield&
obviously&did&not&do&so.&&The&judgment&was&not&ready&on&7&July.&
In&fact,&the&return&of&the&Chief&Justice&had&been&announced&publicly&by&the&registrar&
some&time&prior&to&29&June,&when&it&was&reported&in&the&Globe#and#Mail.&&The&29th&of&June&
being&a&Monday,&the&most&likely&time&of&the&announcement&would&have&been&the&previous&
Friday,&the&26th,&the&same&day&that&Laskin&made&his&call&to&Pitfield.&Thus,&Laskin&was&not&
conveying&anything&secret&or&inappropriate&to&Pitfield&in&his&telephone&call.&&&&&&&&
Pitfield&passed&on&the&information&about&Laskin’s&return&to&Ottawa&to&Trudeau,&who&
then&expressed&disappointment&to&Thatcher&that&the&Court&had&been&as&yet&unable&to&arrive&
at&a&decision.&Bastien’s&interpretation&of&this&incident&is&as&follows:&&“according&to&Trudeau,&
Laskin&was&returning&to&Ottawa&to&bring&the&matter&to&a&close&more&swiftly.&&The&clerk&of&the&
Privy&Council&knew&this,&as&did&his&boss.&&Why?&&Because,&according&to&all&indications&(‘selon&
toute&vraisemblance’),&the&chief&justice&kept&them&up&to&date&regarding&the&deliberations&of&
the&Court,&if&only&with&bits&of&information&and&hints.&&…&Instead&of&taking&the&time&necessary&
to&render&the&best&decision&possible,&Laskin&was&behaving&like&a&politician.&&His&objective&
was&no&longer&to&rule&on&the&law&but&to&position&his&court&favourably,&to&ensure&its&prestige&
and&authority&in&a&process&which&amounted&to&the&judicialization&of&politics.”44&&&&&
Once&again,&there&is&simply&no&evidence&for&these&assertions.&&There&are&no&
“indications”&that&Laskin&or&anyone&else&kept&the&government&up&to&date&regarding&the&
deliberations&of&the&Court.&&The&documents&recently&provided&to&the&Quebec&government,&to&
be&discussed&below,&make&it&absolutely&clear&that&in&July&and&August&the&Privy&Council&and&
the&Department&of&Justice&had&no&idea&what&was&going&to&be&in&the&Court’s&decision&and&only&
a&vague&idea&of&when&it&would&be&released.&At&most&the&Pitfield&call&conveyed&that&the&Court&
was&still&deliberating—which&anyone&would&assume&given&that&the&judgment&had&not&yet&
been&released.&&It&is&strange&to&see&Bastien&putting&such&faith&in&Trudeau’s&speculation&that&
Laskin&was&returning&to&Ottawa&“to&bring&the&matter&to&a&close&more&swiftly.”&&Laskin&was&
returning&to&Ottawa&because&the&Court&was&still&deliberating,&period.&&Naturally&the&decision&
would&be&produced&more&swiftly&if&the&judges&met&to&discuss&it&than&if&they&did&not.&&What&is&
illegitimate&about&that?&&As&chief&justice,&Laskin&had&a&legitimate&concern&in&ensuring&that&
judgments&contained&not&only&the&best&legal&reasoning&possible,&but&were&also&produced&in&
a&timely&fashion,&in&this&case&as&in&all&others.&&He&often&berated&Justice&Beetz,&in&front&of&his&
colleagues&no&less,&for&taking&excessive&time&to&perfect&his&reasons.&Aware&that&the&Canadian&
government&and&public&and&the&British&government&were&anxiously&awaiting&the&Court’s&
43
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decision,&Laskin&was&concerned&to&bring&the&matter&to&a&close&as&expeditiously&as&possible.&
But,&especially&given&the&length&of&the&resulting&opinion,&there&is&not&the&slightest&indication&
that&it&was&“rushed&through”&or&that&the&judges&sacrificed&quality&in&order&to&conform&to&
some&outside&schedule.&There&was&no&“Laskin&Express.”&&
Quite&the&contrary:&&Justice&Dickson’s&biographers&quote&him&as&saying&that&the&
decision&required&“‘very&many&more’&meetings&and&conferences&than&any&other&case&on&
which&he&had&sat,&‘not&only&conferences&with&all&the&members&of&the&Court,&but&also&with&
groupings&within&the&Court&in&order&to&try&and&decide&the&best&manner&of&resolving&the&
issue.’”45&This&is&direct&evidence&by&a&participant&that&the&judges&discussed&the&issues&at&
length&and&were&prepared&to&take&whatever&time&was&necessary&to&prepare&their&historic&
opinion.&But&Bastien&prefers&hearsayUbased&speculation&to&evidence,&and&does&not&refer&to&
the&Dickson&biography&anywhere&in&his&book.&&
What&is&really&interesting&about&this&telephone&call&is&what&was&not&said.&If&Laskin&
had&wanted&to&convey&any&message&about&the&substance&of&the&deliberations,&now&was&the&
perfect&chance,&while&he&had&Pitfield&on&the&phone.&&But&all&he&conveyed&was&an&odd&
message&that&contained&some&information&that&was&already&or&would&shortly&be&in&the&
public&domain&(he&was&returning&to&Ottawa&where,&it&could&be&inferred,&the&Court&would&
resume&its&deliberations)&and&a&further&cryptic&reference&that&was&not&understood&by&the&
recipient.&&&&&
III##1L2#July#1981##
&
On&2&July&1981&Lord&Carrington&sent&a&telegram&to&Lord&Moran&(John&Ford’s&
successor)&at&the&High&Commission&in&Ottawa&reporting&that&Laskin&had&spoken&(either&that&
day&or&the&previous&day)&to&Sir&Michael&Havers,&the&Attorney&General.&&Bastien&observes&in&
passing&that&the&Canadian&High&Commissioner&to&the&UK,&Jean&Wadds,&had&informed&Ottawa&
some&weeks&earlier&that&Havers&was&the&designated&person&to&reply&to&any&questions&about&
patriation&in&the&British&House&of&Commons;&he&asserts&that&this&was&confidential&
information,&and&suggests&that&Laskin&was&informed&(by&inference,&improperly)&of&this&
fact.46&Laskin&did&not&need&to&be&informed&of&something&that&any&lawyer&would&have&taken&
for&granted.&&The&attorney&general&would&be&the&cabinet&member&expected&to&respond&to&
any&legal&questions&relating&to&patriation,&just&as&Minister&of&Justice&Jean&Chrétien&had&
carriage&of&the&file&for&the&Canadian&government&and&provincial&ministries&of&justice&or&
attorneys&general&did&for&their&respective&provinces.&&&&&
This&telegram,&which&is&reproduced&only&in&part&in&the&book&in&French&translation&
but&was&released&in&full&to&the&media,&continues&as&follows,&and&I&quote&verbatim&in&the&
original&English:&&
Some&of&the&conversation&was&in&the&hearing&of&[Henry]&Richardson,&Counsellor&at&
the&Canadian&High&Commission.&The&latter&has&indicated&to&North&America&
Department&that&he&will&be&treating&the&conversation&in&strict&confidence.&&He&fully&
took&the&point&which&we&put&to&him&that&it&might&be&most&embarrassing&for&the&Chief&
Justice&if&the&Canadian&Government&heard&that&he&had&been&speaking&in&this&manner&
in&the&UK.&&He&clearly&spoke&more&frankly&to&Sir&Michael&Havers&than&to&others,&in&
confidence&and&as&between&lawyers.&Please&therefore&protect&fully.&&
45
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The&Chief&Justice&said&there&was&a&major&disagreement&among&the&members&of&the&
Supreme&Court.&&He&was&returning&shortly&to&Ottawa&but&clearly&did&not&expect&this&
would&bring&about&the&immediate&resolution&of&their&difficulties.&&If&no&quick&solution&
was&found,&he&did&not&expect&judgement&to&appear&until&the&end&of&August.&&We&
needed&to&bear&in&mind&that&the&judgement&needed&to&be&carefully&polished&and&
produced&in&both&languages.&…&&
In&view&of&the&confidentiality&of&the&Chief&Justice’s&conversation&with&the&Attorney&
General,&it&would&clearly&be&wrong&for&you&[i.e.,&Lord&Moran]&to&reveal&at&this&stage&
that&we&now&have&a&clear&indication&of&further&likely&delay&by&the&Supreme&Court.&&
You&will&therefore&want&to&respond&to&Pitfield’s&queries&which&were&put&on&the&basis&
of&a&possible&judgement&in&early&July.&&On&his&question&whether&there&was&any&hope&
of&early&action&here&in&the&event&of&a&clear&line&from&the&Supreme&Court,&I&see&no&need&
for&you&to&go&beyond&the&language&you&have&already&used,&quoting&the&Prime&
Minister&and&Lord&Privy&Seal.&…47&
This&is&clearly&a&surprising&document&to&come&across.&&One&would&not&expect&Laskin&
to&be&
talking&to&the&English&attorney&general&while&the&judges&were&still&deliberating&on&the&case.&
But&was&it&a&serious&breach&of&judicial&ethics?&&Laskin&knew&that&the&British&Parliament&
would&rise&for&its&summer&break&after&the&wedding&of&Charles&and&Diana&on&29&July;&he&was&
essentially&advising&Havers&that&the&government&would&not&have&to&deal&with&the&issue&that&
month—that&it&would&not&arise&until&the&fall.&&The&British&government&was&not,&it&will&be&
recalled,&a&party&to&the&reference.&Laskin&probably&thought&he&could&rely&on&the&discretion&of&
the&English&Attorney&General&not&to&share&this&information&with&the&actual&parties,&and&that&
is&the&line&taken&by&Lord&Carrington.&&In&fact&he&tells&Lord&Moran&not&to&share&this&
information&with&Michael&Pitfield.&The&telegram&does&not&say&what&part&of&the&conversation&
was&in&the&hearing&of&Mr.&Richardson&but&does&say&that&he&agreed&to&treat&the&matter&in&
strict&confidence.&&&
&
&
Upon&receipt&of&the&telegram,&Lord&Moran&replied&that&in&his&opinion,&“unless&certain&
factors&in&this&regard&escape&us,&it&seems&extremely&improbable&that&Richardson&would&not&
have&presented&a&complete&account.”48&&The&basis&for&this&opinion&is&not&clear,&and&it&is&only&
an&opinion.&Richardson&himself&was&a&counsellor&with&the&Canadian&High&Commission&who&
had&been&seconded&to&the&British&Foreign&Office,&so&Dr&Bastien&tells&us.49&Why&he&should&
have&been&present&for&part&of&this&meeting&is&unclear.&&That&Richardson&had&not&gone&back&
on&his&word&is&suggested&by&Bastien’s&own&evidence&regarding&an&exchange&between&
Michael&Pitfield&and&British&cabinet&secretary&Richard&Armstrong&in&Ottawa&on&9&July,&to&be&
discussed&shortly.&&Based&on&this&exchange,&a&week&after&Laskin’s&meeting&with&Havers,&
47
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Pitfield&appears&to&have&acquired&no&new&information&about&the&timing&of&the&judgment&
since&the&cryptic&call&from&Laskin&on&26&June.&&If&Richardson&had&spoken&to&anyone&at&the&
Canadian&High&Commission&or&in&the&Canadian&government&about&this,&the&information,&we&
can&safely&assume,&would&have&gone&straight&to&Pitfield.&But&Armstrong&reported&on&9&July&
that&Pitfield&“seemed&resigned&to&the&idea&that&the&Court&would&not&render&its&decision&this&
week.”&It&is&also&interesting&that&Laskin&was&prepared&to&say&more&to&Havers&on&the&2nd&than&
to&Pitfield&the&week&before.&&To&Havers&he&stated&that&the&opinion&would&not&be&ready&until&
the&end&of&the&summer.&To&Pitfield&Laskin&said&nothing&intelligible&about&the&timing,&
suggesting&that&he&made&a&clear&distinction&in&his&mind&between&what&it&was&appropriate&to&
say&to&a&nonUparty&such&as&the&British&government,&and&what&might&be&said&to&the&agent&of&a&
party&to&the&case&such&as&Pitfield.&&&
&
It&was&imprudent&of&Laskin&to&speak&to&Havers,&and&I&will&analyze&this&incident&in&
more&detail&below.&&But&he&revealed&nothing,&apparently,&about&the&substance&of&the&
disagreement&among&the&judges.&&There&is&no&evidence&at&all&that&Laskin&was&“caving&in”&to&
the&federal&position,&that&he&was&inappropriately&trying&to&sway&his&fellow&judges&to&one&
position&or&another,&or&that&he&was&rushing&the&judgment&through&in&order&to&accommodate&
the&federal&government.&&
&&
&IV#15#July#1981##
It&appears&that&Laskin&flew&to&Ottawa&on&or&about&5&July&and&then&returned&to&
London&some&time&before&he&was&due&to&attend&a&dinner&on&15&July&at&the&Middle&Temple,&
the&site&of&the&next&“intervention.”&&After&the&meal&he&met&Ian&Sinclair,&one&of&the&jurists&at&
the&Foreign&Office&who&was&working&on&the&patriation&file.&&Sinclair&reported&their&
conversation&the&next&day&to&Martin&Berthoud,&head&of&the&North&America&desk&at&the&
Foreign&Office,&in&the&following&terms:&&“He&said&he&had&recently&returned&to&Ottawa&‘to&try&
to&knock&a&few&heads&together’.&&He&had&not&however&had&much&success&in&this&regard.&&This&
clearly&indicated&that&the&Supreme&Court&remained&seriously&divided.”50&&Bastien&labels&this&
a&“confidence”&but&without&more&context&it&is&impossible&to&understand&the&content&and&
meaning&of&this&interchange.&Did&Laskin&take&Sinclair&aside&to&make&these&remarks&privately&
after&the&dinner?&&Who&initiated&the&conversation&and&how?&&The&expression&“knock&a&few&
heads&together”&is&often&used&in&a&jocular&sense&in&English,&and&it&is&hard&to&imagine&Laskin&
using&it&of&his&colleagues&in&other&than&a&jocular&sense,&as&otherwise&it&would&sound&
disrespectful&of&them.&If&used&in&a&jocular&sense,&it&sounds&more&like&an&attempt&by&Laskin&to&
evade&answering&a&question,&rather&than&an&attempt&to&convey&information.&&As&in,&“I&
understand&you&were&in&Ottawa&recently?&&Oh&yes,&I&was&trying&to&knock&a&few&heads&
together.”&&&
Furthermore,&the&statement&about&“not&having&much&success”&is&reported&in&indirect&
speech.&&Is&it&something&Laskin&actually&said&or&an&inference&Sinclair&drew&from&something&
else&Laskin&said?&&Are&we&in&the&realm&of&“giving&impressions”&again?&&And&if&Laskin&had&
already&told&the&English&attorney&general&two&weeks&earlier&that&the&Court&was&divided,&as&
he&seems&to&have,&why&would&he&have&troubled&to&tell&a&lower&official&in&the&Foreign&Office&
the&same&thing,&especially&in&the&semiUpublic&setting&of&a&dinner&at&the&Middle&Temple?&It&
really&makes&no&sense.&&An&interpretation&equally&if&not&more&plausible&than&Bastien’s&is&that&
50
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Sinclair&himself,&knowing&the&keen&interest&of&his&employer&in&the&date&of&the&Court&
decision,&overUinterpreted&some&harmless&remarks&of&Laskin&and&rushed&to&report&them.&&
But&Bastien&is&not&done&with&the&“knocking&heads”&yet.&&On&9&July,&when&Laskin&was&
still&in&Ottawa,&British&cabinet&secretary&Robert&Armstrong&was&also&there&and&met&with&
Michael&Pitfield.&&Armstrong&reported&a&conversation&with&Michael&Pitfield&to&the&Foreign&
Office&as&follows:&&“Pitfield&said&that&the&Supreme&Court&was&meeting&again&and&he&supposed&
that&the&chief&justice&would&‘bang&their&heads&together.’&But&he&seemed&resigned&to&the&idea&
that&the&Court&would&not&render&its&decision&this&week.”&&The&astute&reader&will&have&
guessed&where&Bastien&will&go&with&this&coincidence&of&language:&“How&not&to&think&that&
[Laskin]&had&again&spoken&to&Pitfield?”51&&One&is&tempted&to&invoke&Freud’s&observation,&
that&sometimes&a&cigar&is&just&a&cigar.&But&innuendo&and&speculation&cannot&make&up&for&
evidence&and&rational&argument.&
#
V:#10#September#1981##
&
On&this&day&John&Ford’s&successor&as&British&High&Commissioner,&Lord&Moran,&met&
with&Bora&Laskin&under&circumstances&which&are&unclear.&Lord&Moran&reported&to&the&
Foreign&Office&that&Laskin&said&“unlike&the&prime&minister,&he&could&not&constrain&his&
colleagues,&who&were&exhibiting&great&independence&of&thought.”&&In&the&High&
Commissioner’s&view,&this&was&“an&indirect&way&of&saying&that&the&Court&was&divided.”52&&For&
once&Bastien&gives&us&no&interpretation&of&this&exchange,&apparently&believing&that&it&speaks&
for&itself.&&It&does:&&it&is&a&completely&anodyne&exchange&that&reveals&nothing&of&substance&
and,&coming&just&two&weeks&before&the&release&of&the&decision&itself,&could&not&possibly&have&
affected&the&actions&of&any&of&the&parties&had&they&known&of&it.&&&&
&
&
&
&
***********************&
&
Dr&Bastien&has&often&complained&of&the&fact&that&Ottawa&had&not&released&the&
documents&under&its&control&relating&to&the&patriation&process,&insinuating&that&they&must&
contain&some&dark&secrets.53&As&noted&at&the&beginning&of&this&essay,&he&recently&got&his&
wish:&&over&2000&pages&of&documents&from&the&Privy&Council&Office&and&the&Ministry&of&
External&Affairs,&with&only&a&few&redacted&passages,&were&released&to&the&Quebec&
government&on&29&November&2013&pursuant&to&a&freedom&of&information&request.&They&
were&made&available&to&La#Presse&and&an&overview&of&their&contents&was&provided&in&that&
newspaper&on&7&December.&To&my&knowledge&the&documents&have&not&yet&been&made&
public.&&According&to&JoëlUDenis&Bellavance&of&La#Presse,&the&documents&contain&no&
indication&that&the&Trudeau&government&was&given&any&advance&warning&of&the&content&of&
the&decision&or&of&the&date&of&its&release.&Numerous&notes&by&Michael&Kirby,&then&cabinet&
secretary&for&federalUprovincial&relations,&outline&diverse&scenarios&for&a&federal&response&
depending&on&the&content&of&the&decision,&and&speculation&about&the&date&of&the&decision&
continues&almost&down&to&the&actual&day&of&release.&Unless&the&relevant&actors&were&trying&
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to&lay&down&a&deceptive&paper&trail&for&future&historians,&there&is&nothing&to&indicate&any&
incursion&on&the&separation&of&powers&or&inappropriate&behaviour&by&either&judges&or&
politicians&with&regard&to&the&judicial&aspects&of&patriation.&&
&
Given&the&opportunity&to&reply&by&La#Presse,&Dr&Bastien&stood&by&his&conclusions,&
stating&that&“the&conversations&[sic]&[between&Laskin&and&Havers]&took&place,”&and&that&
“what&is&in&the&book&is&sufficient.”54&Sufficient&for&what&exactly?&It&is&time&to&analyze&this&
meeting&more&closely.&&&
Of&all&the&“interventions”&described&in&La#Bataille#de#Londres,&only&one&comes&close&
to&involving&any&kind&of&a&breach&of&judicial&ethics,&and&that&is&Laskin’s&meeting&with&the&
English&attorney&general&on&1&or&2&July&1981.&The&others&are&either&completely&without&
substance,&as&with&the&first&and&fifth&incidents&and&the&one&involving&Justice&Estey,&or&the&
evidence&adduced&is&too&unsatisfactory&to&support&an&inference&of&impropriety,&as&with&the&
second&and&fourth&incidents.&With&regard&to&the&meeting&with&Havers,&the&context&relates&to&
the&timing&of&the&presentation&of&the&resolution&to&the&British&parliament.&&The&essence&of&
Laskin’s&message&was&“we&are&divided&and&it&is&very&unlikely&that&we&will&release&our&
opinion&in&time&for&the&prime&minster&to&present&his&resolution&to&you&before&the&end&of&
July.”&Laskin&did&not&discuss&the&substance&of&the&decision&as&far&as&we&know&and&only&spoke&
to&its&timing.&&It&could&be&argued&that&Laskin&did&nothing&wrong&in&seeking&to&allay&the&
concerns&of&the&British&government.&The&communication&did&not&involve&imparting&
information&about&timing&to&one&of&the&parties&to&the&reference.&&&
However,&should&Laskin&have&foreseen&that&the&British&government&might&share&this&
information&with&the&federal&government?&&The&memo&suggests&that&concerns&about&
creating&a&firewall&with&the&Canadian&government&were&raised&by&the&British,&not&by&Laskin.&&
But&the&memo&does&not&purport&to&be&a&complete&account&of&what&transpired,&so&we&do&not&
know&what&Laskin&might&have&said&in&this&regard.&&We&do&not&know&why&the&Canadian&
counsellor&Richardson&was&there,&or&what&he&heard&during&the&part&of&the&meeting&he&was&
present,&or,&if&he&heard&anything&confidential,&whether&he&breached&his&undertaking&by&
passing&it&on&to&the&federal&government.&&
The&test&for&determining&whether&the&appearance&of&judicial&independence&has&been&
breached&is&“whether&a&wellUinformed&and&reasonable&observer&would&perceive&that&judicial&
independence&has&been&compromised.”55&If&Laskin&passed&on&information&about&the&timing&
of&the&decision&to&the&British,&knowing&or&reasonably&expecting&that&they&would&pass&it&on&to&
the&federal&government&and&not&the&provincial&governments,&that&would&likely&be&an&
“affront&to&judicial&independence,”&in&the&words&of&the&Supreme&Court,&and&a&breach&of&
judicial&ethics.56&It&would&suggest&a&troubling&lack&of&impartiality&on&the&part&of&the&chief&
justice.&But&the&telegram&does&not&allow&us&to&peer&into&Laskin’s&mind,&nor&is&there&any&
evidence&that,&even&if&confidentiality&was&not&in&fact&respected&by&Havers&or&Richardson,&
Laskin&was&or&should&have&been&aware&of&that&likelihood.&The&documents&newly&released&by&
Ottawa&give&no&hint&that&the&meeting&between&Laskin&and&Havers&ever&became&known&to&
the&federal&government.&&&&&
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&
Even&if&Laskin&did&not&expect&the&information&about&the&timing&of&the&decision&to&be&
passed&on&to&the&Canadians,&his&meeting&with&Havers&is&still&somewhat&troubling.&&The&
British&and&Canadian&governments&were&working&quite&closely&on&this&file,&as&Laskin&must&
have&known,&even&if&each&was&still&trying&to&achieve&its&own&distinct&goals.&If&information&
about&his&meeting&with&Havers&had&become&public,&and&someone&had&complained&to&the&
Canadian&Judicial&Council,&it&is&possible&that&Laskin&could&have&been&reprimanded&for&
appearing&to&compromise&the&appearance&of&judicial&independence.&&Given&that&the&test&
relates&to&appearances&and&not&results,&it&would&not&have&been&a&defence&for&Laskin&to&argue&
that&he&was&in&dissent&on&the&crucial&point&as&to&whether,&by&convention,&Trudeau&had&to&
obtain&the&consent&of&some,&or&any,&provincial&governments.&&&&
&
Putting&the&case&at&its&highest,&that&this&one&incident&did&reveal&a&lack&of&impartiality&
on&the&part&of&the&chief&justice,&it&still&would&not&affect&the&result&in&any&way&in&legal&terms.&&
As&Adam&Dodek&has&said&recently,&&
As&a&matter&of&constitutional&law,&the&allegations&[in&La#Bataille#de#Londres]&have&no&
legal&relevance&because&the&Patriation#Reference,&like&all&references,&was&an&advisory&
opinion&that&does&not&bind&the&government,&or&any&party.&Calling&into&question&[the&
opinion’s]&legitimacy&does&not&affect&the&legality&of&patriation&itself&[or]&the&
enactment&of&the&Constitution#Act,&1982&and&the&Canadian#Charter#of#Rights#and#
Freedoms.&&…&At&the&end&of&the&day,&the&Constitution&was&patriated&at&the&request&of&
Canadians’&democraticallyUelected&representatives&in&Ottawa,&with&the&substantial&
consent&of&the&provincial&governments.&Nothing&that&is&alleged&changes&that.57&
&
But&Dr&Bastien&is,&in&the&end,&not&concerned&with&constitutional&law&as&such,&and&cites&
no&legal&treatises&or&law&in&support&of&his&conclusion&that&the&opinion&in&the&Patriation#
Reference&is&null&and&void.&&His&main&goal&is&to&impugn&the&reputation&of&the&Supreme&Court&
of&Canada&so&as&to&undermine&its&legitimacy&in&the&province&of&Quebec.&&I&hope&I&have&
succeeded&in&showing&that&his&allegations&are&not&supportable&and&should&not&provide&any&
cause&for&concern&about&the&impartiality&of&Bora&Laskin,&Willard&Estey,&or&the&Court.&&The&
one&allegation&that&does&raise&some&doubt&cannot&be&conclusively&proved&or&disproved&
unless&more&evidence&comes&to&light,&and&in&any&case&has&no&impact&on&the&status&of&the&
Patriation#Reference&itself&in&law.58&&&&
&
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